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Abstract
The smart warehouse system play vital role in manufacturing company whereby the system is the
important things to make asuccessful warehouse. Robotics, Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID), Internet of
Things (IoT), employees training and internet stability have been the factor to be measure the efficiency of
smart warehouse system at Shorubber (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. There are two objectives in this research. Firstly, to
identify the current state of warehouse system among the company. Secondly, to examine the barriers of
smart warehouse system practices implementation in the company. In this paper, the researcher used
qualitative method which an interview questions have been successfully distributed to the respondent
who is a warehouse manager in Shorubber (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. The results show that the first objective was
achieved but the company did not fully practices the implementation of smart warehouse and there were
only a few smart elements that are used in the company system such as barcode scanner, barcoding
system, battery operated forklifts and SAP and SYSPRO system. This indicates that not all the variables influence
to increase the efficiency of smart warehouse system in that company. Only 2 of 5 smart warehouse factors
that available in the company which are internet stability and employees training. However, the accuracy
percentage is already high which is 99.9997%. For future research, the researcher wants to use qualitative
method and select variable that can give greater impact on the efficiency of smart warehouse system.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

accuracy of the warehouse, minimizing the number of
human workers while decreasing errors and the
solutions that are implemented give flexibility and
capability to the employees and their processes.
It works to eliminate the input of manual
labor where possible. Besides helping to reduce the
manpower needs and costs, the process automation
is capable of enhancing the speed of data input
and shipping accuracy irrespective of the volume of
merchandise that is being processed. Additionally,
it decreases errors in the

Keywords: Efficiency, robotics, Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID), Internet of Things (IoT), employees training and

Technology in all sectors of the economy is
internet stability
progressing
at a rapid pace. To keep up, warehouses
need to be equipped with the technologies that
allow them to keep up with manufacture,
production, and consumer
demand. A smart
warehouse is the culmination of warehouse automation
which is in other words, automating various
components of your warehousing operations.These
technologies work together to increase the
productivity and efficiency and
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process of operations. For beginners, simple
automation procedures such as software providing
alerts for all steps along the processes improves
efficiency in accounting, production, packaging
and shipping among other elements.
A smart warehouse is a large building in
which raw materials and manufactured goods are
stored that uses machines and computers to
complete common warehouse operations previously
performed by humans. These operations include
identifying and receiving orders, counting products,
storing products and remembering where they are
later and sending orders to the correct place. The
most successful smart warehouses automate nearly
the entire operation and journey of goods from
supplier to customer, with negligibleerrors.
Smart warehouses are inspired by smart
factories and adopt
a similar
data-driven
environment. They incorporate various automated
and interconnected technologies to create a
technological environment in which goods and
requests can be received, sorted, organized,
recognized
and
prepped
for
shipment
automatically.
Warehousing is a key function in the field of
supply chain management. According et al. (2014)
stated that the main function in warehousing is to
receive the product from the manufacturing division,
to store the product or stock until there is a customer
who buys as well as to prepare the existing product
from the inventory and send it to the customer who
ordered.
Warehousing can be defined as the
process of storing products in a place known as a
suitable place during storage and suitable for longer
and longer trips. This storage facility is as a supply
chain where goods are received, collected, stored
and delivered to a designated place or center. All
these activities are done in the warehouse to help in
the smooth process of warehousing. (Manish Subedi,
2018).

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 ROBOTIC
Robots will continue to enhance smart
warehouses The healthy consumer culture in society
means
people
continually
expect
sizeable
assortments of products and faster ways to get what
they want, whether shopping online or in stores. The
material here highlights some of the most prominent
ways brands bring robots into their smart warehouses. As
entities experiment with different possibilities, robots should
become even more in demand. Next, robots can lift
and carry things but shouldn't replace humans in all
cases. Alibaba is another well-known e- commerce
company. In its smart warehouse in Huiyang, China,
robots do 70 percent of the work and can carry more
than 1,100 pounds. They move around the facility and
can even recharge themselves at

dedicated stations. At another Chinese facility
associated with the website JD.com, robots lift parcels
and sort them by placing them into chutes
designating various regions. Robots reportedly make
that smart warehouse ten times more efficient than a
traditional one. Although robots can be ideal for lifting
and transporting things, some warehouse tasks like
managing heavy equipment among them are safer
for experienced professionals to handle. For example,
some purpose-built facilities have numerous forklifts that
lift as many as 50,000 pounds. Humans need to decide
which forklifts work best for specific tasks. Not relying on
such expertise for that decision could lead to broken
equipment or injuries. The use of collaborative robots is
a trend that analysts expect to dominate 2018, but
using robotics technology appropriately means
realizing human knowledge is not obsolete.
Lastly, robots in smart warehousing can move
independently and utilize sensors and cameras for
help with navigation. They have an adjustable storage
compartment and a code reader with whichthey can
classify the packages and place them in the
corresponding output line. At the picking station, the
operator places the packages in the robot, which
scans the label, processes the information and
transfers it to the shipping area.
2.2 RADIO-FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID)
According to Tajima (2007), there are a lot of
benefits to using RFID. First of all, RFID microchips can
contain more data than just the destinations and
product names. RFID has the capability to carry more
detailed product information such as quality control,
supplier information, and customer specifications.
Secondly, the reader can also receive more than
just one RFID tag signals at once so it saves more
time than using bar codes. Thirdly, RFID technology
does not require physical contact between readers
and tags so the tags signal can be received through
layers of packages without undoing packaging. RFID
scanners also do not require straight line up positions
with the tag so it will save cost on designing special
conveyor belts for the positioning. A main characteristic
of RFID is the ability to trace the subject globally. With
the help of other technologies, such as global
positioning systems (GPS), RFID can provide real- time
update of current states of subjects. This unique
feature provides visibility in the supply chain,
especially the global supply chain (Tajima,
2007).
2.3 INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)
Internet of Things are self-sufficient sensors having the
capability of collecting and transmitting the real time
data over the Internet making them smarter. Real time
data infuses the requisite agility within the organization
processes to take care of the volatility in the customer
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demands. Data is accessed remotely as the sensors
connect to the internet and transfer the data over the
Internet. This enables the control and analysis of data in
an isolated fashion away from the location where
actually the data is gathered. The foundation of IoT is
based upon the coordinated and collaborative work
done by the sensors and the communication
technologies to reach common goals. IoT has
demonstrated a strong growth in the past and further
promises to be the next big thing of the future. Internet of
things has the potential to help business achieve the
tangible benefits as a part of the return of investment in
IoT.
According to Pacheco and Hariri (2016), the
architecture of IoT consists of four layers; the first layer is the
devices layer that is responsible for capturing
information from physical objects using technologies
such as sensors that represent physical world in the
digital world and actuators that adjust the
environment to a desired state. The second layer is the
network layer that is responsible for providing
connectivity from/to nodes by using various
technologies such as: internet, Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs), network infrastructures, mobile
communication networks and communication
protocols. The third layer is the services layer which is
considered as a link between application layer and
network layer, all the computational power required is
provided as a cloud to monitor and control data flow.
The fourth layer is the application layer that provides
interaction method for users according to their needs
from this layer users can access the IoT services by
using technologies such as mobile applications.
2.4 EMPLOYEES TRAINING
Training is very important to train employees in the
direction of smart warehouse system. This is because
employees can do the job easily and in a trained way.
Employees should be able to use all equipment in the
warehouse such as drones, automated picking tools
and automated guided vehicles for robotics
euipment,
barcode
scanner,
voice
tasking
technology and eye scanner for Radio-Frequency
Identification (RFID) equipment and blockchains for
Internet of Things (IoT) . For example, workers know how
to use robotics, RFID and IoT equipment after
practicing using it. This can make it easier for a
company to achieve an effective smart warehouse
system.
2.5 INTERNET STABILITY
Internet stability is also very important in all smart
warehouse systems. This is because the Internet is
everything to complete a process. The Internet is the
main thing used in smart warehouse systems. For
example, smart warehouse systems use the internet to
control processes that use computers such as entering
and recording goods data. In addition, RFID also uses
internet stability to scan incoming and outgoing
goods. RFID is also used to record employee
attendance. Therefore, the internet is very important

and if there is no internet connection then many
processes in the smart warehouse will be interrupted.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Independent Variable (IV)

Dependent Variable (DV)

Robotic

Radio-Frequency
Identification (RFID)

Internet of Things (IoT)

Smart Warehouse
Efficiency

Employees Training

Internet stability

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

3.0 RESEARCH METHODLOGY
To make a research, the researchers must
acknowledged the problems were encountered in
the surrounding. The problem identification section is the
most important section of the research report. The
researcher also need to know the problem statement so
that researcher can study a research effectively.
When the researchers had identified the problem, the
researchers may proceeds with the research
objectives.
Research
methodology
is
basically
concerned with the systematic gathering of
information and data. The research will only take
place after the appropriate methodology has been
decided because, it is vital to do a systematic
approach in order to gather the required information
and data. Furthermore, to obtain the objectives and
scope of research, the researcher need to investigate
what the problem is need to studied and where
location is will studied. When researchers are aware of
the issue and know the place, the researcher can
make the objective. Then, researcher can explore,
understand, and information retrieval.
This study is in the form of an exploratory
research which uses qualitative means to gather data in
regards to the adoption of smart warehouse
approach in several warehouses in Malaysia. This
segment describes detailed case study methods,
inspects the application of case study methods, and
also investigates the particular detail and accuracy of
case study methods. Qualitative case study employs a
naturalistic method that searches and investigates
happenings and occurrences within a specific event
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and has a narrow and very well-defined scope, and in
such a case study, the researcher is the instrument of
research. One of the benefits of a qualitative type
research is that the information obtained is richer and it
gives a deeper knowledge about the topic of focus in
the case study. Validity and reliability are key
indicators of the quality of measuring instrument which
increases transparency and decrease opportunities to
insert researcher bias in qualitative research.
The main purpose of this study is to identify the
efficiency of smart warehouse system in Shorubber
(Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. and the research does achieveall
of the research objectives as the company system is still
using semi-conventional system and achieve high
accuracy percentage which is 99.9997%.
Target respondents. This segment indicates how
to choose technique is being connected into the
review procedure to fit with the exploration objective. A
study is led when a specimen of people has been
gotten some information about a specific subject. In
this case, the subject would be the warehouse
manager in Shorubber (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. company.
3.1 Conducting the Research

Warehouse Manager in Shorubber (Malaysia) Sdn.
Bhd. company. The respondent’s name is Mohd. Sabri
bin Yahaya. He is 50 years old now. He have work for 2
years in this position which is Warehouse manager . The
interview was conducted within an hour and half by
face-to-face and the whole conversation was
recorded for the data gathering purpose and
converted into conversation transcript.
3.2 Research Instrument and Data Collection
The aim of this research is to evaluate the efficiency of
smart warehouse system in Shorubber (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd
company. The method of interview is a functional tool in
collecting data for qualitative studies. Therefore,
open-ended interviewing method are adopted for
this research to gain opinion from the professional in
the industry. In preparation of the research
instrument, a list of open-ended interview questions
was formed deriving from the research questions. The
respondent were given the list of questions and were
provided earlier than the scheduled interview by email. The interview questions were divided into four
sections as shown in Table 1.

The interview was done by face-to-face approach at
Jejawi, Perlis, over the phone, e-mail and via
Whatsapp messaging. Such selected respondent is
Table 1. The different parts of the interview questions
PART

DESCRIPTION

A

JOB DESCRIPTION

B

SMART WAREHOUSE SYSTEM

C

TECHNIQUE USED

D

ERROR OCCURRED AND SOLUTIONS

3.1 Data Analysis
The approach of data analysis done for this study is
illustrated in Figure 2. This analysis begins with getting raw
data or interview transcript for this research then forming
and formulating data for analyzing. The collection of
data is done through interviewing session. Based on
interview transcript, the researcher read and evaluate
the information and data. The similarity and outlier
or respondent’s thoughts is

categorized and finally explore the relationship
between the categories of thoughts in relate to the
research questions and objectives. Then, the
researcher do coding the data by hand. The
researcher find the theme and sub-theme or
categories from the interview transcript. Finally, the
researcher interrelating the themes and interpreting the
meaning of themes.
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Figure 2 : Data analysis steps

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Respondent Background
In this case study, there was only one respondent from
Shorubber (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. company that was
interviewed. The only one respondent, Mr Mohd Sabri
bin Yahaya which is a warehouse manager in the
logistics company. He is 50 years old now. He have work
for 2 years in this position. For the IT division, Mr Mohd
Sabri have 3 people working under him, while for the
Warehouse he have 45 people under him as well. So
the number of subordinate workers under Mr.Mohd Sabri
were 48 people. For IT, he do everything including
systems, networking and others, while for warehouse he
do for warehousing. Mr. Mohd Sabri have 4
warehouses. The first, a warehouse for packing goods.
The second, raw material warehouse. Then, a

THEMES

finished good warehouse where the finished goods will
be sent here. The last one, a semi-finished goods
warehouse called WIP warehouse.
4.2 Interview Outcome
The interview was done using questionnaire and the
outcome of the interviews were tabulated and
categorized according to its theme, categories and
sub-theme or sub-categories. Table 2 shows the
summary output for Current State of Warehouse
System Among Company. Table 3 shows the summary
output for Factors That Mark Successful Smart
Warehose System. Table 4 shows the summary output for
Barriers of Using Smart Warehouse System. Table 5 shows
the summary output for Solutions of The Barriers.

Table 2. Summary output for current state of warehouse system among company
CATEGORIES
SUB-CATEGORIES
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Current state of
warehouse system
among company

-

THEMES
Factors that mark
successful smart
warehouse system

-

Telling number of warehouses
Telling number of workers
Telling type of stocks
Explain the high accuracy of company
Explain the accuracy percentage
Company concern
Concern in employees training
Concern in internet stability
Do not know how to settle problems
Cause problem due to unsystematic
schedule
Telling current problem employees

Table 3 : Factor that mark successful smart warehouse system
CATEGORIES
SUB-CATEGORIES
-

Usage of barcode scanner

-

Top management plays a big role.

-

Advantages
of
warehouse system

smart

-

The top management influences the
business directions.

-

Advantages
robotics

using

-

The top management will give the final
approval whether to proceed with a
project and to approve budget costing.

-

Advantages of using RFID
system

-

Industry

-

Advantages
of
barcode scanner

-

-

Advantages of 5S concept

The respondent also think that why do
the company need to adopt a smart
warehouse system which can results in
high costs.

of

using

Table 4 : Barriers of using smart warehouse system
CATEGORIES
SUB-CATEGORIES

THEMES
Barriers of using smart
warehouse system

-

Denial of using smart
warehouse system
No need to use Internet of
Things (IoT)
Interface problem settled
Standard packing
and
racking problem settled
Insufficient
quantity
problem settled
Receiving date problem
settled
Employees training problem
settled

-

Cost for SAP system

-

License cost for SAP system

-

Internet cost for SAP system

-

Disadvantages
robotics

-

Need a long time for
completion

-

Cost for RFID chips

-

Cost of internet stability
(DOME)

-

Cost of expired items

of

using

-

Disadvantages
system

-

Fees to dispose items

-

Current cost for expired items

-

Damaged goods due to bad weather

-

The maintenance budget has
consider periodical maintenance.

-

Initial implementation of adopting to the
changes before the system “Go Live”
and also in terms of educating down
liners
in
the
new
technology
implemented.
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-

-

Problem in receiving date.

-

Employees always take Medical Leave
(MC).

Table 5 : Solutions of the barriers
CATEGORIES

THEMES
Solutions of the barriers

Employees problem

-

Problem
solution
damaged goods

to

-

-

Advice from supervisor to
employees

-

Give employees name to
HR

-

-

Urgent
training
employees

to

-

HR
awareness
employees

to

-

Monitor employees

5.0 OVERALL DISCUSSION
The first research objective is achieved by
investigating the current state of warehouse system
among respective respondent’s warehouse. The
respondent do not quite understand the term of
“smart” but later on explained after do some research
that current warehouse management system in use is
considered as common practices and would not
classify under smart approach. The respondent deny
that the company using smart warehouse system
which it needs high cost to order the elements such as
Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) chip, license
cost and others. In order to understand the research
questions approach, the respondent explained the
current state of the warehouse system in the
company. The respondent also explained about the
number of workers which is 3 people working under IT
division, while 45 people working under warehouse
division. So the number of subordinate workers under the
respondent is 48 people. The respondent also
explained the number of warehouses which there
have 4 types of warehouses. The first, a warehouse for
packing goods. The second, raw material warehouse.
Then, a finished good warehouse where the finished
goods will be sent here. The last one, a semi-finished
goods warehouse called WIP warehouse. Then, the
respondent also explained briefly about the type of
stock in the warehouse of company. There are 2 types of
stock, namely supply chain outside and supply chain
internal. For supply chain outside, they start with

-

-

SUB-CATEGORIES
Damaged items will often be disposed
off.
The items go to the Quality Check (QC).
The management procedure have to be
followed.
Workers' Recovery Program (WRP).
Troubled employees will called by the
supervisor.
The attendance of the employee will be
monitored on a weekly basis.

Purchase Order (PO). PO has many sections including
planner and purchasing section. The planner section
will give the volume of items purchased to the
purchasing section, then the purchasing section will
buy and then enter the details into the system. The
accuracy percentage of the warehouse is quite high
which is 99.9997% even though the company did not
practice the smart warehouse approach.
In terms of employees training, there is something that
they do. The company have 2 types of ISO, namely
40,000 and 99001 and the company also do On Job
Training (OJT). In terms of internet, for internet stability,
even though the company do not using Internet of
Things (IoT), but they already have stable internet. This
company uses DOME which has a speed of 200MB. The
cost of DOME for a month reaches a total of RM30K to
get a stable internet.
As
a summary on
technologies
being
implemented by the warehouses that has been
interviewed, the respondent states that warehouse do
not have any advanced system in the warehouse andis
currently using SAP and SYSPRO system to manage the
operation. SAP is indeed made here but the
database is at HQ Japan. 512KB network were used
from Japan to Malaysia and are charged RM30K per
month. Among all the companies in the United States,
Vietnam, Myanmar and Malaysia all link with Japan
HQ. If the goods buyed with Myanmar, it will go
through the system at HQ Japan. The SAP system is
more in counting and links to HQ and links to
accounting. However, this system is not as detailed as a
detailed example of the quantity in 1 carton. Then,
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the company have an interface to SYSPRO. When
make inbound earlier, JRN were made here and the
data were passed to SYSPRO. Actually, SAP and
SYSPRO are not linked to each other. When inbound
were made in SAP in the system, the stock will go up.
Inbound in the system means, good received were
recorded and the goods will go up. For SYSPRO, a bar
code will created, scanned and putted in the racking.
Both of the systems are sourcing from company HQ,
but if from HQ we continue to take from the system
and if from outside we have to create the system in
SAP. Besides, the respondent also state that batteryoperated forklifts were implemented in the warehouse
and only In terms of equipment being used in
warehouse, the respondents are using barcode
scanners such as QR codes scanner and bar coding
system.
For future technology implementation, the
respondent do not agreed that implementing
technologies in the warehouse would improve the
performance of the warehouse operation. This is
because the respondent highlighted that with the
existing SAP and SYSPRO system the company
already at 99.9997% accuracy percentage. The
respondent also mentioned about the consideration
to implement future technologies which includes
automation in warehouse, digitalization, and RFID in
order to make improvement in the warehouse system.
In the aspect of benefits, the respondent agreed
that implementing technologies would bring benefit
to the organization. Among those benefits highlighted
by the respondents includes reduced mainpower,
speed up the process and improve the inventory
accuracy. The respondent also emphasized that with
current technology being implemented in the
warehouse, the process will be fast, that is, maybe for 1
hour only. During production, they can stick the chip and
in the warehouse they can scan using a scanner and
sort items into shelves. So, the processes don't need to
scan manually.
Overall
for
technology
influence
and
implementation in warehouses, the respondent agree
that implementing technology in warehouses is crucial
and would lead to relative advantage. The
respondent stated that technology is the future and
companies should move towards automation and
digitalization to achieve long-term sustainability and
cost efficiency.
The second research objective is achieved by
identifying the barriers of smart warehouse
implementation in the company. Despite the positive
part of implementing technology, there also
challenges that is being discussed by the respondent.
The respondent mentioned that cost is a challenge in
terms of implementing advanced technology. Hence
the maintenance budget has to consider periodical
maintenance.
Furthermore,
the
respondent
highlighted that the challenges would be during the
initial implementation of adopting to the changes
before the system “Go Live” and also in terms of

educating down liners in the new technology
implemented.
The respondent also explained briefly about the
challenges that occur in the company which they
have a problem in receiving date. For example, goods
enter but do not make inbound in the system.
Furthermore, if the inbound were made, it has already
passed the dateline. This is because the company has its
own calendar to follow. Then, there is also the
problem of damaged goods. This is usually due to
weather factors, there is licking in the warehouse. If
there is a licking problem, the item is shifted to another
place, namely in the hold area and the worker would
forgets and the item finally gone. There also a problem
that employees always take Medical Leave (MC). In
general, there are problems in terms of employee
ethics. Currently, there is one worker in production in 4-5
people and the number in WRP now is 6 people. They
have gone through all the actions that should have
been taken.
The solutions for damaged items, it will often be
disposed of. First of all, the items have to go to the
Quality Check (QC) and when it is confirmed that the
goods are damaged then the goods will be disposed
of. The management procedure have to be followed
in order to dispose the items. If the management
instructs the Person In Charge (PIC) to get a sign from the
head of the meal, then they have to follow the
instructions.
For employees problem, now this company have
the Workers' Recovery Program (WRP). Troubled
employees will called by the supervisor. The first action is
that the supervisor will give advice first. If the
employee does not change, the employee's name
will be given to Human Resource (HR) and HR will
conduct an urgent training. In the training, HR will give
awareness to employees. Employees are instructed to
make commitments. As long as the agreement is
implemented, the attendance of the employee will
be monitored on a weekly basis. If the employee is not
present during the week, the employee's name will be
marked.
Overall from the research about the barriers of
smart warehouse implementation , the company
have finished about the interface problem. The
second, standard packing and racking problem and
lastly, the company have solved the problem of
insufficient quantity.
Finally, by interviewing the respondent it shows
that the respondent highlighted the importance of
implementing smart approaches in warehouses than
manual operation with the least consideration of
implementing SAP and SYSPRO system, battery
operated forklift, barcoding and barcode scanners in
the warehouses. Furthermore, as highlighted by the
respondent that the company are still moving forward
with future plans in upgrading the efficiency in the
warehouse by moving towards picking automation
and digitalization.
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6.0 CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study is to examine the smart
warehouse system efficiency in Shorubber (M) Sdn.
Bhd. The reliability that been used as a variable to
measure the efficiency of smart warehouse was
robotics, Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID),
Internet of Things (IoT), employees training and
internet stability. Qualitative research method has
been using by the researcher in getting the data
information for analyse in order to have the result ofthe
research. The result of the research concluded that
five of the variables used in the research which is
robotics, Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID),
Internet of Things (IoT), employees training and
internet stability.

7.0 RECOMMENDATION AND SUGGESTION
A. Use qualitative method as research design
The qualitative method able to make the researcher
themselves feel the experience and know more about
the situation in the manufacturing company. This is
because, the interviewee can explain in more detail
and depth about the questions asked by the
researcher in the transcript of the interview questions. The
research design is purpose to examine the efficiency
of smart warehouse system in the company. Furthermore,
the next researcher will also use the same method to
identify the factors that can make the company
achieve the level of smart warehouse system and the
current process that related with smart warehouse
system that not only focus on glove manufacturing
sectors. In addition, this future research also can identify
the barriers or problems that probably may occur in
their industry and their effort to overcomes problems
facing to implement the smart warehouse system. By
the solutions given by the respondents in the online
interview session, the effort from the success smart
warehouse system adoption can be used as an
example and followed by other manufacturing
industies.
B. Should implement automation system and
technologies in the warehouse
By implementing technologies in the company would
bring many benefit to the organization. Among those
benefits highlighted by the respondents includes
reduced mainpower, speed up the process and
improve data accuracy and efficiency. The
respondent also emphasized that with current
technology being implemented in the warehouse, the
process will be fast. Smart warehousing technologies
overcome this in a few key ways which are barcoding
solutions, RFID and sendors and monitoring devices.
Barcoding solutions can make it easier to the
warehouse without manual data entry. Next, RFID also
provide network connected to headsets. This able to
enhancing efficiency while promoting safety. Sensors
and monitoring devices also used to track items on

shelves and provide automatic updates. Smart
warehouse system also can improve labor efficiency.
The more you the company make the manual tasks
become automate, the fewer employees need doing
the manual tasks. The reducing cost of doing
automated tasks can be more valuable to a
company even the labor costs on the rise. Smart
warehouse can reduce errors and saving cost. This is
because of smart equipment monitoring, company
able to save on unused electricity consumption. Smart
lighting and temperature sensors let the employees to
save the wastage of the resources and ensure the
optimal conditions. Smart warehouse also enables
faster turnaround times. Warehouses that utilize
advanced technology in warehouse management
can respond to orders quickly and this will giving them a
competitive advantage than companies with manual
warehouses system. Lastly, smart warehouse is automated
decisions and a real-time activities. Employees can
know and see the goods ordered and give instructions
to technologies such as robots to pickup the goods and
directly send them to the shippingsection. The process
takes place in real time and is recorded. This can
reduce the negligence of the management of
goods.
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